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Lingel:
Creating
revolution in
fenestration
E

stablished in 1959 in Ellwangen, a
small town in Germany, Karl Lingel
Fensterbau Gmbh and Co. KG has come
a long way in establishing itself as one
of the leading manufacturers of high
quality doors and windows in Europe.
Lingel set foot in India in 2006, and has
already become a name to reckon with
in this short period of its presence in the
country.
Lingel takes pride in the sound
background of building-construction
projects, and cutting-edge technology
and services. The products offered play
a critical role in helping conserve energy
in a world that is growing in population,
with ever-increasing demand for water,
food, shelter, sanitation, energy, health
services and economic security.

Collaboration
Lingel is using profiles in collaboration
with the German company Dimex which
designs special profiles customised for
the Indian environment, and in tune
with consumer needs of the country.
The UPVC material required for
India is different to German profiles. In
Germany, the company has to focus on
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the cold climate, whereas in India Lingel
has to take care of the extreme summer
heat, along with the high UV retention
of the sun.
To give the profiles a long life time
and protect them from colour fading,
the percentage of titanium oxide is much
higher compared to the German profiles.
Lingel provides the exact raw material
mix if requested by the customer.

Lingel along with Dimex:
1 Lingel, along with Dimex creates
a wide range of unique products
with unmatched designs. For
sliding systems, the company
provides the choice of one track
to 5 track systems and a glass
thickness of up to 24 mm. The
casement systems are able to
carry the weight of each panel
up to 120 kg and maximum glass
thickness of 36 mm.
2 Lingel also uses all its accessories
and profiles from the sliding
sections in combination with
casement system, and in any
required profile combination. For

example, all glazing beads from
sliding system can be used in
casement system and vice-versa.
3 All the profiles have 2.5 mm of
outer well thickness, whereas
competitors of Lingel are working
with 1.8 to 2 mm thick sections.
4 For the window hardware, the
company develops a range of
hardware under its own brand,
Lingel. This hardware is made
out of SS304 (stainless steel) and
performs perfectly under extreme
Indian
weather
conditions,
including in coastal areas where
high humidity leads to corrosion
on ordinary hardware within a
short span of time.
5 Being a certified company under
ISO 9001-2008, Lingel maintains
the quality control of all the raw
material purchase, the same way
Lingel does it in Germany.
6 As per research, 25 per cent of
the overall performance of Lingel
depends on the usage of right
materials, another 25 per cent
46
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Geeta combines security with user-friendly
comfort and elegant designs
New offerings
Geeta Serie s- Geeta Series outstand
system windows and doors fulfil
innovative requirements which are not
just for the budget houses in Tier II and
Tier III cities but for also the high end villas
and high rises across the country. Beside
the above-mentioned standardised
Geeta Series range, the company also
provides customised solutions based on
customer requirements.

G

eeta aluminium window and door
systems combine the latest security
and protection features with user-friendly
comfort and elegant designs. Through
strong supply-chain management processes
namely central and regional warehouses,
logistics and after-sales support system,
the company is committed to provide
trendsetting services and leave an everlasting
imprint in the world of aluminium services.

Geeta Gallery (Window Display Centre)
a new venture by Geeta Aluminium offers
touch and feel experience of Geeta’s wide
range of products which are relevant to
architects, interior decorators and home
owners.
44

Slim Edition System Windows:
Geeta series has introduced a whole
range of new sleek windows – 25 mm,
27 mm and 35 mm system window series
with large openings and sleek designs
that gives an uninterrupted view of
the world outside. It not only provides
a one-touch smooth operation but also
adds an elegant look to the aesthetics of
your surroundings. Alongside aesthetics,
slim series have properties that shut
out disturbances like noise, dust, water
thereby ensuring good functionality and
making your house feel comfortable.
Thermal Break Window: High
performance Geeta Series – Thermal break

windows meet energy efficiency standards,
which helps in reduction of heat gain
through windows. Thermal break windows
are tightly shut to cut down outside heat
and maintain room temperatures.
The heat resistance windows offered
by Geeta Aluminium comes with other
multiple features that can keep the
house precisely insulated in summers:
• Polyamide strip gives optimised
thermal insulation along with DG glass
• Glazing choice ranges from 8 mm –
24 mm (Triple glazing option is also
available)
• Multi-point locking available.
Geeta Series (50x100 mm EG)Geeta series introduces a whole new
range of sleek windows with shutters
that go up to 12feet or more for
flooring to ceiling openings. Its multiple
glazing options upto 30mm, small face
width interlocking as small as 35mm
and rollers with heavy load bearing
capacity not only provides a one touch
smooth operation but also adds an
elegant look to the aesthetics of your
surroundings.
n
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on state-of-the-art
factory
setup and machinery, another
25 per cent on an organised
installation done by well-trained
technicians. The remaining 25
per cent is purely based on the
service provides to the customers,
which has been the key reason of
success in the last 8 years.

UPVC vs Traditional window materials
• UPVC does not let in heat from outside
in summers, and does not let the
inside heat get out of the room during
winters.
• Since 25 per cent of the total energy in
a building is lost through the windows,
using UPVC windows is the wiser
option as it can bring down energy loss
anywhere between 10 per cent and 15
per cent.
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• UPVC casement sections are dust
proof, water proof and along with the
right glass, sound proof as well. The
material is also termite proof, does
not rust, crack, chip or fade in colour.
Hence, UPVC windows are very durable
and require minimum maintenance.
• One key point with UPVC windows is
the use of gaskets between the frame
and the sashes, similar to the way car
doors and refrigerators are sealed with
gaskets.
• In comparison to wooden windows,
there is no swelling of the material
during the monsoon season.
• On the aesthetics front, UPVC windows
are very stylish, elegant and provide
maximum security to a home.

Conclusion
Almost 50 years ago, Lingel set in motion

an individual approach to help meet the
challenges of sustainable development.
Lingel is extremely happy that this
effort is now delivering real progress
worldwide.
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